
ACTL Day 4

Theme of classes: Can syntax and morphology be unified?
Yes, depending on the type of syntax we pursue.

• Approach this question from what is currently know about the typology
of ordering patterns in the domain of syntax.
The point of departure is the research that has emerged around Cinque
(2005) ’s modeling of Greenberg’s Universal 20 (U20). U20 type patterns
turn out to

– generalize to many hierarchical syntactic/semantic domains (i.e. given
an independently motivated (universal) syntactic/semantic hierarchy,
it turns out only certain linear orders are attested (Cinque (2009),,
Abels and Neeleman (2009), Abels (2011),.. among others)

– reveal a fundamental left right asymmetry in the sense that linear
order before the lexical category is invariant, but orders after the
lexical head are more variable (yet not everything goes).
This is a fundamental result that needs to be accounted for, and the
search is on for theories that do so. // The dust has not settled, but
we can use these results to construct an attempt at a typology, and
start testing it.

– If there is one computational system underlying orders in syntax and
morphology, we derive, through generalized U20, predictions about
attested and unattested morphological patterns crosslinguistically.

– DM makes no predictions (all permutations are possible), and has
nothing to say about the U20 syntactic patterns (as far as I can tell).

– If there are fixed universal hierarchies representing interpretation/scope,
we also derive, through the general antisymmetry approach predic-
tions about possible and (im)possible linear orders corresponding to
a particular hierarchy. (undoing movement reveals scope)

Test the typology and predictions through various types of case studies.
Extend the typology.

1. General introduction to U20 and expected typology/typology. if you
have never read Cinque paper or are not familiar with U20, read the
literature , and go back through my handouts. If you are not famil-
iar with antisymmetry, Uuniversal 20, or verbal complexes in Bantu,
CARP, familiarity with antisymmetry, helps follow the lectures. A
pity that Nyle was not here!
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2. Lecture 2 and 3: testing and modeling the typology if word structure.
Chichewa case study (data, hierarchy, analyses, doubling, comparison
with Hyman (do we need templates in morphology))

3. Wolof Case study. Testing the typology, modeling the data (lexi-
cal properties, accounting for all the patterns. (patterns that are
predicted to be underivable are excluded. We find island effects.
All patterns work with U20, because all affixes are verbal suffixes.
(movements contain the root)
Today : Local dislocation: do we need local dislocation? talk briefly
bout Huave (on handout day 3, and see paper on my webpage))
Points: the syntax on which local dislocation is not up to the basic
standards of syntactic analysis.
So, we need a reasonable syntactic analysis on which local dislocation
can work .
Can antisymmetry deliver? Yes. We find excluded patterns are un-
derivable.

4. Extending the typology further: 213.. can we capture second position
phenomena (at least some, with the idea of pushing this as far as
possible).

5. Not done: tackling *213 (today, in part). Atabaskan, object markings
Bantu (van de Wal)).. German zu (see interface mismatches handout
on my webpage)
Questions: are *213 excluded or simply difficult to obtain. How do
we count in the first place. Which hierarchies are U20 hierarchies?

6. extending the program to syntax semantics mismatches. (see my
webpage slides from Gottingen, and a very recent paper on Interface
mismatches, which takes the cannot seem construction in English.
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0.1 Second position in morphology

If syntax and morphology are the same computational system, the leitmotiv of
this paper, we expect to find similar second position phenomena with bound
morphemes as well. These will in fact have a quite different signature from U20
patterns. This distribution will arise under the following structural conditions.
1 is a head with an undifferentiated epp feature, (and 1 can be, but does not
have to be a phonologically ”weak” form (a bound morpheme). ) 2 is the
closest XP at the point 1 is merged into the structure.. If 2 is a minimal
phrase containing (Np) the output will look like a word (i.e. a syntactic atom,
traditionally taken to be the input to the syntactic component). We expect
to find the following distribution for subpatterns of a fixed hierarchy X Y W
Z, where Z is a lexical category, and Yp and Wp are modifiers/specifiers).
Y commands Y and X precede Z, and X has an undifferentiated epp feature
(which makes it look like a second position clitic):

(1) a. Xepp Z → Z-X (2 1)
b. Xepp W Z → W-X Z (213)
c. Xepp Y W → Y-X Z (213)
d. Xepp Y W Z: Y-X W Z (2134)

This is a clear distributional pattern that can be explained on the basis of
the interaction of hierarchical structure and lexical properties of X. These 213
patterns then are not counterexamples to U20 patterns, but fall outside. These
are patterns frequently occurring in the world’s languages, as a result of an epp
property of a particular lexical item, simply a possibilty of properties of the epp.

1 Amharic

1.1 The definite article in Amharic

We start out with a quote of the abstract from Kramer (2010):

The definite marker in Amharic has an unusually complex pattern
of distribution – its position varies depending on whether the DP
contains an adjective, a relative clause, multiple adjuncts, a demon-
strative, or just a noun.

In this paper, a minimalist/Distributed Morphology analysis of the
definite marker is developed based on the idea that the definite
marker is the realization of D when it is obligatory, and the reflex of
a definiteness agreement process when it is optional. Evidence is pre-
sented that D undergoes the morphological operation Local Disloca-
tion (Embick & Noyer 2001) in Amharic, and that Local Dislocation
is subject to the Phase Impenetrability Conditionthe definite marker
cannot attach within a phase that has been previously spelled out.
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Back to U20.
The distribution of the definite D follows quite directly, once we understand
that N is in fact a Np, that adjectives and Numerals are phrases as well, and
what the hierarchical structure of the DP is. Amharic is a Dem Num A N
language: depending on the size of the DP, the XP closest to D will raise to the
left of D (comparable to Malagasy ve. There is no need to adopt postsyntactic
reordering or local dislocation for these facts: they fall out from the regular
syntax and merge (via epp) quite straightforwardly.

The definite article attaches to Nouns, or compound nouns:

(2) a. bet-u
house-the
t
¯
1mh1rt bet- u
learning house- D
the school

While this is often the starting point of any analysis, taken to show that the
article is a suffix on the N, and that the N undergoes head movement, in the
current framework the N is really a phrase (Np). This example is therefore
compatible with an analysis where the Np raises to the left of the D, satisfying
its epp property. This turns out to work well.

The definite article attaches outside compounds. This is compatible with
compounds begin within the smallest phrase containing N, Np:

(3) bunna
coffee

näggade-
merchant-

w
D

(*bunna-w näggade)

Adjectives must precede the compound, and cannot occur inside the compound,
as expected:

(4) rädZdZim
tall

bunna
coffee

näggade
merchant

In a definite A N sequence, the article follows the A, but precedes the Np:

(5) rädZdZim-
tall-

u
u
bunna
coffee

näggade
merchant

the tall coffee merchant

This suggests the D is initial, and the closest XP raises to its left. In fact, as
we can see, the article follows not just A, but a full AP constituent:

(6) bät’am
very

t1lil1k-
big-

u
def

bet
house

(not
(not

bät’am-u
very-

t1lil1k
D

bet
big-u house .. )

If there is more than one AP, the definite article follows the highest AP.
Like other Semitic languages, Amharic has polydefinites: other APs may carry
the article as well (a problem I don’t address here).
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(7) t1ll1k’-
big-

u
D

t’1k’ur(-u)
black(-D)

bet
house

the big black house

The definite marker also follows the AP adjective if the adjective has a
complement: (Kramer example 6): to wife-his faithful-u character).
This suggest -D is always a phrasal affix.

With Num N , the article follows the numeral. (example from SSWL NumN
(def), provided by Girma Demeke): http://sswl.railsplayground.net/browse/languages/Amharic

(8) hul1t- u m1s’haf- otStS
two- def book- pl
’the two books’

Numerals can be complex, and the article will follows the complex numeral
phrase:

(9) hulätt mäto- wotStS -u tämari-wotStS
two hundred- Pl -D -u student- PL
the two hundred students

As expected under a (D) Num A N merge order in Amharic, the D will follow
the NumP, but precede the AP.

Demonstratives do not co-ocur with the definite article (nor do proper
names .)

(10) ya (t1ll1k’- (u) t’1k’ur(-u)) bet
that (big black) house

Even though no definite D is visible, we would expect that, if ya is a phrase,
a zero D would follow the demonstrative (with zero D coocurring with a
demonstrative in its Spec. That this is indeed reasonable can be concluded
from the distribution of the accusative marker. Accusative case is only spelled
out in definite DPs (which shows accusative and the definite D need to be in a
local relation) and immediately follows the definite article:

(11) bet-u-n
house-D-ACC

The accusative immediately follows the demonstrative, leading to the hypothesis
that the structure is Dem [D 0] Acc.

(12) ya- n bet
that- Acc.Def house
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I thus conclude from these data, that the definite D in Amharic has an epp
feature as a lexical property: given Attract closest, the closest available XP will
merge with it to satisfies its epp property. After spell out, the D is syllabified,
and subject to the usual phonological processes: the syntax though is trivially
responsible for its linear positioning, using Merge and local configurations to
satisfy the epp of D.

Thus, in accordance with the Dem Num A N merge order in Amharic, the
definite article will end up with exactly one XP to its left. This includes relative
clauses, and the prepositional genitive yä DP .

(13) Genitives: use Ps (identical to Relative Clause particle)

a. ”prepositions” (case markers: K). K(P) > D >
b. Baker and Kramer argue Amharic has Postpositions (but these are

content nouns).

(14) yä- G1rma bet (17)
P - Girma house
No visible D

(15) yä- G1rma- n bet (17)
of-Girma- acc.D- house

(16) Prepositions in general.
P > DP

What are the expectations when they combine with D? (2)

(17) kä-t1ll1k-u bet
from-big-DEF house
from the big house

1.1.0.1 An example from Baker and Kramer Baker and Kramer
(2014) p. 165.
The assumption that already spelled out domains are opaque at PF is useful for
our analysis when considering internally complex APs, which we have avoided
until now. When an adjectival modifier is itself modified by an adverb like
very, the PreP prefixes to very and the definiteness marker suffixes to the
adjective.(77)

(18) kä-bätam
from-very

rädadam-u
tall-DEF

astämari
teacher

from the very tall teacher

The PreP and the –u suffix thus appear to attach to separate m-words, calling
into question our otherwise robust analysis where they are placed on the highest
m-word by the same insertion rule.

This follows from the lexical properties of u. Not sure what else need to be
said
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(19) Next bunch of cases: Complementizers, subordinators, relative clauses,
the relative marker yä which is homophonous with the genitive K

1.1.0.2 Relatives! Definite D: Attaches to the right edge of a (finite) verb
or auxiliary (in fact to the right edge of the clause) (intriguing footnote 4)

(20) t1nant1nna
yesterday

yä-

YÄ-

mät’t-
come-

a-
PF-

w
3MS-

tämari
D student

the student who came yesterday

Wha is surprising is where the P will attach .

(21) child PL- D- ACC severely 3 MS beat.IMP yä be.AUX - D teacher

the teacher who used to beat the children severely Leslau (1995)

IMPORTANT.
What can we conclude from the positioning of D between yä (also marks
possessors)?

(22) a. Lexical entry for Def, D, eppXP

b. Attract closest

Ps and relative yä are in complementary distribution:

(23) bä-dirktär-u addis mäkina Possessor Initial
in-director-DEF new car
in the new car of the director (Leslau, 1995:195)

but: (from Baker and Kramer)

(24) b-addis-u yä-diräktär-u mäkina Focus initial/AP
in-new-DEF GEN-director-DEF car
in the NEW car of the director (Leslau, 1995:195)

The unmarked order..: CP(rel) - AP- NP. Recall that in this lan-
guages AP/DP preposing is possible as in (44) below) I assume this
is for focus reasons
An preposed AP must have the Definite determiner. (suggesting a
link with relative clauses)

AP-def RelC N

(25) wäfram- u t1nant1ns yä- mäTTa- w wäfram- u l1jj
fat- det yesterday C. come.perf. D boy
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(KP ) DP

...

Depp

-u

AccP

.?..
Acc

epp?

Num
A NP

K = genitive yä Acc is a suffix because it coocurs with def which attracts
XP? K= relative yä has a epp property for TP? la, etc

Whenever we see P and Def, what comes in between must have moved to
Spec, D, under attract closest: This means it must be high in its clause.

yäP ?

CP?

V/Aux
Depp

?TP

V/Aux

(26) This minimally means that there must be an intermediate stage of V
SO, like semitic.
yä is genitive and probably case marks the verb form?

(27) how do dependents from the VSO clause come to precede the relative
marker yä? In the same way as material gets to precede the comple-
mentizer.

Relativized XP follows the D;
Part of the clause (- the relativized NP) precedes yä

(28) Words: kasa 1ndä-mät’t’a awq-all-ähu
Gloss: K. comp-come.PFV.3mss know.IPFV-Aux-1ss
Translation: I know that Kasa came’
Comment: Complementizers are placed prefixed to the subordinate verb
as shown in the above example.

How do you get complementizer in the right position?

A small piece of structure (Finite verb/ pr auxiliary ) goes up to a position
higher than the subject:
This looks like Dutch V second (or like Malagasy VP fronting)
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Vaux
S

O
Vpart Vaux

Next: the C merges, and the remnant moves past Vaux yielding SO C-V
order.

S O Vpart Vaux C
Vaux

S
O

Vpart Vaux
This must be to a position high in the left periphery... (Force?)

(29) If this is happening in the embedded clauses (in fact where we can see),
it should also happen in root clauses. Thus, going from V S O to S O
V by means of V movement and obligatory remnant fronting. What is
the motivation?

(30) agär-1h mä-krät-u-n b1-tt1-wädd. . . (43)
country-your NOML-stay-DEF-ACC if-2S-want. . .
If you want to stay in your country. . . (Leslau, 1995:395)

(31) How would it work for relative clauses? Do the trees.

(32) (2) a. kä-t1ll1k-u bet
from-big-DEF house
from the big house

(33) mist-u-n bä-mä-gdäl
wife-his-ACC by-NOML-murder
by murdering his wife (Leslau, 1995:400)

(34) s1r-atStSäw-1n lä-tSärräs-u-t särratä-otStS
work-their-ACC to-finish-3PL-DEF worker-PL
to the workers who have finished their work (Leslau, 1995:89) (do on
board)

(35) How is Amharic similar to semitic? very close
but height of N movement
V(fin) moves very high, and remnant clause moves up higher.

(36) Do we need post syntactic ordering? for the determiner? no for the
P/Ks marker? no.
But: we need to say something about the left clause edge (the K is
inside the landing side for the clausal remnant). This is puzzling.
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1.2 Bulgarian, and Romanian

The placement of the definite determiner in Bulgarian or Romanian can be
analyzed in similar ways. [2 pages each]

1.3 Extending the account to prosodic and phonological
second position: it is all Merge (pehaps)

General points: epp-merge and phonological restrictions
-que coordinatior: comes with epp, builds a specifier fucking fantastic: fucking
can optionally build a specifier (restricted to a light foot): requires fan-tastic
multy morphemic
Tagalog infixation: builds a specifier restricted to C(onsonant).
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